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Part one 

We've grown 120 pounds of fruits and vegetables in our tiny micro

homestead each year for years. 

-how we do that

-how you could too

-how to increase that number

That's what we'll explain on the next pages. Let's dive in!



Where do we grow everything?

Our garden's about 4000 square foot in size, that's 1/10th of an acre. It's north-facing near taller 

buildings so quite shady.

That's a blessing in the hot summer months but does mean everything takes a while to head up after 

winter.

Our soft fruit shrubs we planted in one of the sunniest spots. They do very well in the hot weather.

We grow our vegetables in two raised beds. They're 4 foot wide by 8 foot long.

That's 4 beds according to the square-foot gardening system.

We've found the beds very useful because they mean you're not bending over all the time as well as 

having to deal with less weeds.

Our raised beds are in a sunnier part of the garden. They start getting a couple of hours of sun a day 

in February.

In the height of Summer, part of the beds is covered in shade by the afternoon. 

We take advantage of that to grow some more heat-sensitive plants.

We have found the square-foot raised bed system not %100 suitable to growing large amounts of 

vegetables. In the square-foot system, you tend to focus on smaller harvest more often throughout 

the year. You'll get more vegetables but they will all be smaller in size. 

Nothing wrong with that but not the best solution for growing very productively. So that said, we 



still use our raised beds, we just made the squares bigger so all plants get a bit more room to grow. 

That's the compromise we make to get bigger plants and still have the benefits of the raised beds.

Last year we also started avoiding putting bigger plants in the raised beds. Plants like kale and 

runner beans are now in among the other border plants.

The runner beans in particular look super pretty with their red flowers. 

The kale, whether it's a red curly kale or a blue Cavalo Nero, looks amazing too! Very much an 

exotic prehistoric plant when surrounded by ornamental plants.

This, for us, has been a great way to increase the yield of our garden. Putting edibles in the 

ornamental borders. 

This only works for plants like kales, beans, tomatoes..

Vegetables grown for the root like carrots, parsnips and turnips will do best in loose soil without too

many obstacles like stones, sticks... 

All plants are grow outside, we'll pre-sow in the house (on a windowsill) or protect plants in our

conservatory but we don't have any cold frames or a green house.

We'll protect plants from the cold in the garden by putting a couple of sheets of an old plastic 

miniature greenhouse on some plastic pots. A couple of old roof tiles or some bricks keep 



everything from being blown into the neighbours garden. This works very well to protect lettuces 

and other small plants over Fall/Winter. They will stop growing once the temperature drops too low 

but they will be protected from the frost and will start growing again much sooner in Spring. 

We garden in Belgium, hardiness zone 8a. 

Summers with a maximum temperature of about 30°C/90°F and minimum about -15°C /5°F in 

Winter. Although we don't often get temperatures that low in Winter, it can happen!

This is similar to south-eastern England, Northern France and the southern part of the Netherlands.

The French-speaking part of Belgium is in zone 8b to 7. They've got slightly colder Summers and 

Winters.

The last couple of years, we have started looking at advice for warmer summers. We've found that 

the warmest places in our garden take after zone 9! 

In those spots it's just too hot for plants that could normally take full sun in zone 8. They just look 

like they're feeling very sorry for themselves and they don't really start to pick up again until the 

Fall.

These hardiness zones don't take rainfall, wind or microclimates into account. So this is something 

you will have to experience for yourself. Look up your hardiness zone and see if your garden 

matches up to that.

The zones do give a good idea because they to look at the minimum temperatures in winter as well 

as the maximum ones in Summer. 

There's no point in being able to overwinter a plant because it could take you lowest local 

temperature if it's going to die in the heat of Summer.

Note: If you are just starting out, and you would like to do so with a minimum amount of resources,

we wouldn't recommend building raised beds. There's quite a few things you would need to buy; 

soil, timber... and it's quite time-consuming.  

It's something to only consider if you've got all the materials already and would like a project. Do 

make sure to sow some lettuce and a couple of radishes somewhere else before you embark on this 

building adventure.



How do we choose what vegetables to grow?

The last few years, we've been using certain criteria to decide what vegetables to grow. This is 

something we'll be using even more now.

1. Each vegetable has to take up as little space as possible. This means picking bush varieties, 

trailing kinds and more compacter options.

2. Varieties either store for long periods of time or are fast-growing. Most vegetables that store 

easily take a long time to grow before you're able to harvest them. Usually up to 8 or even 10 

months. This also means they take up more space in the garden for longer. This is something that 

ways up for us to the ease of storing them. 

For example, once a pumpkin is ripe and seasoned (it's been left outside off the vine to allow the 

skin to harden) will be able to be kept at room temperature for a whole year! Root vegetables and 

apples can be stored all winter without needing electricity when clamped. This means you store 

them in a box. Each layer of vegetables is covered with a layer of sand or old potting soil. This 

closes the vegetables off to decay and will keep your harvest all winter long.

Other kinds of vegetables don't store without processing them but can be harvested much sooner. 

This includes lettuces and radishes. These will be ready to harvest, with a bit of luck and nice 

weather, in about a month. These quick-to-harvest vegetables tend to be able to grow well in 

between other vegetables.

4. We also pick varieties that have a bigger yield compared to other varieties of the same vegetable. 

For example we've stopped growing broad beans. They take up as much space as runner beans but 

they only produce enough beans for two or three meals. Compared to 14 pounds of runner beans, 

that's an easy choice!

We don't just grow fruits and vegetables, we've also got fruits and herbs in our garden. We don't 

weigh the herbs so they aren't included in our harvest total. We grow enough to use fresh and to dry 

enough for one person to drink herbal tea all winter until the next harvests in Spring. 

The 500 figs we harvested last year or the 20 pounds of cherries we had to destroy because of the 

cherry fruit fly aren't included in our harvest totals either. 



In terms of fruit, we didn't have much of a guideline before. We just planted what we liked to eat 

and whatever worked in the garden stayed. We do consider everything we now add to the garden. 

We've now got two criteria for our fruits:

1. the fruit has to be easy to store

2. not to be harvested in the main 'rush'

Pretty much all the fruit in the garden is ripe to be harvested in June. This means we've got a couple 

of weeks of very early mornings of harvesting the fruits as well as process them. While we're 

grateful each year for the abundance of soft fruits, we don't want to add to our harvest/processing 

load!

So all new fruits added to the garden can't be harvested any earlier than towards the end of Summer 

when we don't have any other fruits or vegetables that need to be harvested and processed as soon 

as we can.



How we'll be doing things this year (to be finalised, this was written 

in mid-March 2020)

We've still got last years' kale in the garden. The plants themselves remained a bit small, we were a

bit late planting them out last year so they weren't able to get the best start. 

This does mean they've started to bolt. You can tell by the little broccoli-like florets appearing on

the plant. If you don't want seeds, then simply remove these. They are edible, stew them like you

would broccoli. We will 'let them go to seed' and harvest the seeds. We've got extra seeds to sow so

we can use these new seeds for sprouting.

We'll grow the plants we've grown each year again this year. We'll evaluate where we can grow 

extra vegetables. We'll be clearing some more space so we can sow any viable (seeds that will be 

able to sprout) seeds we've got somewhere in the garden. Do we need to remove any plants, if so, 

can we re-plant them somewhere else?

Testing whether a seed is still viable. Put a couple of seeds in between two layers of paper kitchen 

towel in a shallow container or a small plate. Wet the kitchen roll with tap water. 

Make sure the paper stays damp at all times, don't let it dry out. Put the dish or container in a warm 

spot. A windowsill above a radiator, for example.

You should see small shoots appear in a few days. Some seeds can take longer, certain ones need up

to seven days!



If seeds sprout here, they're still viable and you can use them in the garden. No results? Try again 

one more time!



Part two

What exact fruits and vegetables do we grow and what varieties? 

- the vegetables we've always grown,

- the ones we'll add this year and

- our tips for when you've got more or less space to grow in

If a specific variety is 'unknown' the plant was bought as a plug rather than

sown by ourselves.

Each planting square measures 40 by 40 centimetres or 1 foot 4 inches by 

1 foot 4 inches.



What exactly do we grow each year and how much did we harvest?

Vegetables

Runner beans, varieties: Preisgewinner and Scarlet Emperor: for sure the biggest harvest of 

anything in our garden! Four to six plants growing up a bamboo tripod. Four extra plants wherever 

we had some extra space, growing up a wall with an old plant trellis as support. Total: 10 kilos and 

267 grams/22 lbs and 10oz.

Bush beans, variety Saxa: Five plants in a square. Two squares. Harvest 1 kilo and 141 gram/2lbs 

8oz.

Cut and come again lettuce, -chicory and -celery, different varieties depending on what's 

available. These aren't weighed so they aren't added to our totals. Cut and come again varieties of 

vegetables are very productive. Rather than being able to harvest a single crop, you can cut the 

leaves and it will regrow. Very easy to grow in among other plants.

Lacinato/dinosaur kale/Tuscan kale, all names for Nero di Toscana: very tasty kale leaves. 

Comparable with other more well known kale varieties. This plant grows upwards rather than 



outward so it takes up less space. One plant per square in the raised beds. In the ornamental garden, 

we mix them in and among the other plants. They take up the same amount of space as they do in a 

raised bed but here they're filling a gap with their prehistoric looking leaves. They look great 

combined with brightly coloured flowers! Especially orange and yellow cut flowers. They mix in 

very well! Including the redbore kale, we're guestimating we get about three kilos/6 pounds of 

leaves that we can harvest each year from about 3-4 plants. When plants get off to a good start in 

Spring and Summer, they will produce until the next Spring. Slower plants will go to seed (bolt) 

faster than plants that grew well. Although all kale plants will bolt once they reach their second 

season. 

Bore kale, variety Red. Not as tasty as Cavalo Nero but a faster growing plant.

Courgette/zucchini, variety Ruboda and unknown round courgette. One plant of each. The 

courgettes always have nice yields but consider how you'll process them. They do not keep long 

after harvesting. Only grow them when you're able to preserve, dry or have the freezer capacity for 

them. Otherwise they won't be able to be stored for winter eating.  Total: 9 kilo 500 grams/ 20lbs 

10oz.

Cucumbers: Miniature variety, exact one unknown. Always a climber. Harvest of 5 kilos/11 

pounds from one plant in one square. Same guideline, great plant when it's possible to preserve, 

otherwise only for eating in the moment. 

Winter purslane (Latin name Claytonia perfoliata): variety Montia. The leaf may not look like 

much but does add extra vitamins to the diet from the Fall onwards. Will appear again on its own 

each Autumn once sown once. Continues to be harvested throughout the first months of the year!

Pumpkin: variety Butternut. A maximum of six to eight pumpkins per plant. One plant.

Potatoes: unknown variety with white flesh and red skin. Grown in bags the last few years with 

limited success. Two seed potatoes per bag seems to be the maximum amount to plant. Yield? About

500grams, just over a pound, from a couple bags. Cute hobby but not even close to the harvest we 

had when we grew them in full soil. 

Vegetables that didn't perform well enough for us: sweet peppers, brocoletto and tomatoes.

Peppers need a lot of feeding and the right feed at the right time at that. 



This is how to do that with natural fertilizers; feed with nettle tea until flowers appear, once a week. 

Nettle tea encourages foliage growth. Once the plant's flowering, switch to a comfrey feed. This 

will improve the growth and development of the fruits. 

This is something we didn't do until recently. If you're feeding them religiously and they've got 

enough heat (greenhouse is often needed) they can give a good harvest. Hot/small peppers can be 

dried and stored easily. 

Brocoletto 'sprouting broccoli' is a more productive version of regular broccoli. It does take a full 

year before they're ready to be harvested! These plants aren't sensitive to frost as you might have 

guessed. Harvest happens in winter so that is a big advantage! Tomatoes are a touch customer. The 

smell is a big deal in the garden in Summer, we wouldn't want to be without it! Still, the actual 

fruits have proved to be a bit more of a mixed bag. 

Fruits

Strawberries: Serious yield, total 10 kilo/22lbs! We have got a serious amount of strawberry plants

as well. Too many to count! Needs to be harvested well. Checking every day for ripe ones and 

keeping free of slugs are a must. 

Wild/woodland strawberry. Straightforward creeper. Challenge to harvest, fruits can be fragile. 

Yield: about 1.5 kilo/3lbs 5oz

Red + yellow raspberries: Plants spread easily so keeping them tidy is important. Pull out any 

shoots that have spread too far in the Fall. New shoots are a great flower arrangement filler! 1 kilo 

800 gram/3lbs 15 oz.

Cherries: Sarah's personal drama, one of the very few kinds of fruits she's able to eat! In 2018 we

harvested over 4 kilo/8lbs before the cherry fruit fly announced itself. In 2019 we had to destroy

over 10 kilo/22lbs with just a handful of fruits unaffected. Despite our research and protective

measures, this year every single cherry got infected by that dang fly. Destroying every cherry once

they're infected is the only way to deal with it after it's happened. One half-standard tree. 



White + Red + Black/cassis current:  A total harvest of 8 kilo 500 gram/18lbs 11oz. Nice yield, 

mostly suited for adding bulk to mixed fruit jams. Or for making cassis with the blackcurrant, of 

course! You will need canning supplies and ideally a decent size freezer. Two shrubs white currant, 

one red that bit the dust in 2019 and one blackcurrant shrub.

Gooseberries: When pruned well, as easily harvested as other berries. First berry ready to harvest 

each year. Ready for harvesting once berries are a good size but before they change colour. Berries 

aren't edible raw at this point but they can be used in jams, stews and pies. Can be harvested red for 

eating raw but this will happen when other soft fruits are also ready to be harvested adding to the 

workload. They're also delicate at this point, they will pop open very easily when touched with the 

juice and pips going everywhere. Two shrubs. Harvest totals of about 1kilo/2lbs 3oz.

Blueberries: Two kinds (you need two varieties for cross pollination) Goldtraube and Berkeley. 

Very small yield previous years. In 2018 the first couple berries. 100 grams/3.5oz! This was because

the plants weren't in the right spot. Took the plants back out the ground in 2019 and put them in 

large pots with ericaceous potting soil. The two plants grew as much in one year as they had done 

the past five to six years combined. Whoops! 

Herbs

We grow all of our herbs as ornamental plants all across the garden. A short overview below. All 

varieties are non cultivated versions. Often recognisable by the name 'officinalis' or 'tinctura'. If 



there's another name behind that, something like 'white sensation' or 'midsummer night's dream', it's 

a cultivar. 

Sage

Chamomile

Lavender

Nettles

Oregano

Rosemary

Basil

Dill

Flowers

We've started growing so many more flowers in our garden. In 2019 we designed a cutting garden 

to be able to make our own floral arrangements with flowers that we grew ourselves. 

Part of the flowers we grew from seed made it through Winter. Those we'll keep, of course. We have

quite decided whether we'll sow more flowers again this year. 

Focussing on edible plants takes up enough of our time so we might not grow as many flowers this 

year. You've also got to keep in mind that they will all need feeding and watering!

We do grow sweet peas each year in the vegetable beds, that's something we'll keep on doing. 

We would very much recommend to grow at least one to two flower varieties. They draw in bees 

and bumblebees so they help attract those pollinating insects to the vegetables as well. Make sure 

they're near to your vegetable garden, if you can.



What else are we growing this year? (written April-May 2020)

Most of these vegetables we haven't grown before. We did buy the seeds late last Summer (2019). 

We'll evaluate each of the varieties next Fall (2020) for their yields and how well they grew. All 

seeds were chosen using our own framework from part one.

Parsnip: variety Halblange White. Haven't tried growing these before. Should be a good, easy 

variety. Seeds can be hard to germinate so should be sprouted (see part one – seed testing). The 

seeds don't store well so they should be grown within a year of buying them. They also need almost 

a whole year to grow and be ready to pick. Can be grown with lots in a square. 16?  

Red chicory: variety Rouge de Trévise. Sown for the first time late August 2019. Took all of last 

Fall and Winter. Harvested April 2020. Very nice heads! The roots weren't developed enough to try 

forcing them like white chicory/endive. Sowing directly rather than sowing in seed trays and 

transplanting will be better for late Summer. 5-9 per square.

Turnips: variety Goldana. Sown at the same time as the chicory. An equally slow start. We 

harvested the leaves of the turnips for quite a while and had one or two actual turnips. Because of 

their slow start, they bolted very quickly once the weather warmed up again so we had to remove 

them. Quite a few can fit into one square, nine easily. 

Tat soi: smaller variety of Pak Soi. Growing large heads of any plant (lettuce, cabbage...) is quite 



the challenge with you don't use any pesticides. It takes a while too. Tat soi is another one of those 

vegetables where you can harvest the leaves a couple at a time and use them in a salad or stir fry 

without needing to have a full plant ready. Good extra winter green.

Bunching onion: variety Ishikura. A kind of Spring onion. Shaped a bit like a tiny leek. Should be

good for preserving, that's why we're growing them. Very poor germination on our first attempts. 

Regular onions or shallots bought as 'sets' (small onions ready to plant out) do keep easily so they're

a better choice.

Beets: varieties Golden and Jannis. Good vegetables for winter storage. 

Beans: variety Borlotti. Who knew you could grow borlotti beans in your own back garden?? We 

didn't until very, very recently! We put these on our 'will be buying if possible' list and we got some.

These and other beans can be dried and should be giving good yields. 

Potatoes and onions/shallot/garlic: Bought depending on what was still available. We got potatoes

'desiree' and shallot 'red barron'. Sets (small plants to plant out) are only available for a short 

amount of time at the beginning of the year. 

Cucumbers: varieties Tania and Crystal Lemon. In previous years, we bought plants so this is 

the first year we're growing them ourselves.

All seeds we've still got laying around: anything that doesn't fit 100% into our list of criteria. We'll

take a look at each of them, see if we can fit them in somewhere. We'll check to see if any germinate

still. 

Tomato plants. We didn't get any tomato seeds. If plants are available again in May, we'll buy some

plants and add those to the garden. 



Other options to consider

First and foremost, make a thorough inventory of the exact space you've got to grow. You'll see 

you'll often be able to find a nice amount of space to grow when you make some thorough 

decisions.  

We've always grown fruits and vegetables in just 10 to 15% of our 400m2 / 4000 square foot 

garden. While part of the garden is covered in concrete, there are still plenty of other spaces we can 

fit some more vegetables in.

Here are some more vegetables you could grow depending on the amount of space you've got.

Peas are something we haven't had a lot of success with yet. Still, this is a good option to consider. 

Why? Peas are fairly easy to dry. They are also very nutritious. In fact beans and peas were the main

source of proteins and carbs for a large part of Europe throughout the Middle ages. 

Potatoes are always a good idea. They will keep in a dark place over winter without needing any 

other treatment. You don't need a fine soil either for growing them. Small stones and bits and pieces 

in the soil won't result in wonky potatoes like they would for carrots. 



Chard: variety 'rainbow'. Very solid, sturdy plant! It's incredible just how tough these plants are. 

Big yields as well but we haven't grown it in years. Kale is a more popular option in our house 

because of the flavour. Still seriously consider it! One plant doesn't take up much space and they 

look amazing mixed in an ornamental border. The stems can be preserved like pickled gherkins. 

Once established, that means it's growing well, the plants will take some frost the same way as 

kales.

Leeks: Will cope with mild frost so they don't need to be harvested and processed right away. 

Carrots: variety Milan. Easy to store over winter, clamping. 

Corn: short varieties that can be harvested quickly. Certain varieties work well for storing, flour or 

popcorn!

Sprouts: all kinds. Other than an egg, the fasted growing food you could grow yourself. Careful 

with allergies, cross contamination is a real issue!



Summary

Make an inventory. Where else in your garden have you got some room 

to grow a few vegetables? Most vegetables need at least 5-6 hours of 

sunlight a day.

Focus on yield, nutrition, storage and time-to-harvest. 

Grow one to two kinds of flowers among your vegetables. Sweet peas, 

calendula, or tagetes are all good options.



About us

Hi!

We're Jatte and Sarah.

We are the people who wrote this guide for your.

Jatte is an herbalist and has gardened her whole adult life.  

She enjoys yoga classes, although she's been known to skip them from time to time!, and loves new 

experiences.  She's super organized and is the best at putting together a doable plan for a project that

seemed overwhelming and impossible.

Sarah's got a real eye for design and is a certified health coach. She gets a lot of satisfaction from 

watching the plants she's meticulously grown thrive. 

Each year we grow about 60 kilos/130 pounds of fruits and vegetables in our own back garden.

We put all of our combined knowledge together in this guide. 

Oh and we're mother and daughter!

Got questions after reading this guide? Send us an email at hi@planmade.co  , we'll answer your 

questions and let you know how you can get extra guidance.

mailto:hi@planmade.co
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